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Sage Summit Home | View online or mobile

Connect and cross-pollinate
ideas with hundreds of people
from your field.

Early-bird
registration ends
on May 31!

If you were to get one tip, one technique, one idea that helped
improve the way you work, what would it be worth to you? Now
imagine walking out of Sage Summit with pages of notes, 25
inspired to-do items, a fistful of business cards, and a posse of
contacts to back you up. What would that be worth?

Register by May 31 for just
$895—an incredible value
for a first-class conference.

At Sage Summit, making connections is as easy as it is
rewarding.
The networking activities at Sage Summit are spot on. Take Sage
City, an epic collaborative meet-up that only happens at Sage
Summit. Think of it as a mash-up of all the best aspects of
networking. Unlike other events that leave you twisting in the wind,
Sage City makes it easy to find accomplished pros from your field,
it completely eliminates the intimidation, and it opens the
floodgates for information sharing.
So what are you waiting for? Register now and start forging new
connections»

Explore

Join the Conversation

UPDATE! Country star Jake
Owen added to an already hot list
of performers at Sage Summit.

Follow Us
Friend Us
Join Us
View the Sage
Summit Facewall

What's all the buzz
about Sage City?
Get the scoop on the nine rolebased villages that make up
Sage City. Plus, once you're
registered, start connecting on
the Sage Summit Facewall.

Owen's singles Barefoot Blue Jean Night and
Alone With You were number one on the country
Billboard chart in 2011–2012.

Learn more about the Night at the Grand
Ole Opry party»

Questions about Sage City?
Read the FAQ»
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